
 GIB Global Investment Bank and Capital Trust

P2P Internal Exchange 
Buyer and Seller  Order System Guides 



A Comprehensive, Integrated Digital Asset 
Management And Financial Services 

“A Platform within The Platform” 
“A Circle within The Circle”

The digital assets within the authentic “Digital Bank”
“Federal Reserves” in the digital ages
The “Gold Standard” of Digital Assets

GIB Digital 
Banking Platform 



GUSDT
TM



Legal	

Sustainable

Compliant

Reasonable


GUSDT

is the sole token settlement on GIB Digital Banking Platform 

29%

21%

50%Total Circulation

5 billion

ICO Transaction 
Rebate 

Market Investment 

Foundation, Consultant, 
Community and 
Technical Team 
Development 

GUSDT 
TM

Presented by GIB’s Parent company, AFF Holding Group
*Users can check out the 
information on Etherscan*

TM



GUSDT 

Huge potential for value 
increment, limited distribution 
with a total market circulation of 
ONLY 1 billion. 

Destroyed permanently after 
exchanged or used and will never be 
replaced.

Price rising from 3% to 5% daily with 
the interest rollover that may 
achieve double revenue 

The ONLY Token eligible to 
circulate in GIB application and 
generates profit 

GUSDT
TM

TM

Will Surpass All Blockchain Technology
Transcend Ethereum and Even Bitcoin Within 2-years Time. 



GIB will be expanding 
to more than 30 

countries around the 
world within 1 year

“Internal Transaction”

P2P data will be directly 
linked to the world's 
dominant digital currency 
exchanges, such as IEO, 
with a fixed price at 1.00, 
and 

GUSDT  will grow 
to at least 10 times 
the original price 

TM

GIB Digital Banking Platform



Cryptocurrency 
Top-up

GUSDT  is The Sole Settlement Token of  GIB Digital 
Banking Platform 

It is the authentic  “Internal Transaction “ ---- “P2P Buying and 
Selling Order System” in the blockchain technology

Cryptocurrency 
Trading

Buying/ 
Selling Order

Investment 
packages/


ROI 
issuance 

GIB Wallet：

Activation Wallet,  
Current Deposit Wallet,  
Fixed Deposit wallet,  
Discount Wallet,  
MT5 Wallet,  
G-Share Wallet,  
G-Mall Wallet.

GUSDT

TM

TM



GIB Digital Banking Platform 

GUSDT  – The Layout of The Entire Industry Chain 

GUSDT

Eight Major 
Strategy

Eight Major 
Functions

Real Estate CBD Cultivation Wagering Banking 

Fintech Entertainment Mining Public Listing/ M&A

Savings Finance 
Management 

( Short term/ Mid 
Term/ Long Term)

Lending 
(Digital Asset Lending, 

Consumption loan)

Instalment 
(Vehicle, Housing 

and etc)

Crowdfunding
(High-return Industries, 

Equity Investments)

Payment
(Facilitate services: 

gas, water, 
electricity etc.; Flight 
Tickets, Phone bills)

Disposal of Non-
performing 

Assets(houses, 
vehicles and etc.)

TM

TM

Built-in P2P 
exchange
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Easy access at your convenience without lock position 
The nature of GIB is for savings and not investing. GIB would not use 
the money in the savings to process any payment 

1
Third-party supervision, securing accounts

All digital assets are kept in trust accounts supervised by third 
parties to ensure account security.

2
Compatible conversion of mainstream currencies, all 
mainstream currencies are directly stored

GUSDT™ can be exchanged for various mainstream currencies in just one 
click, solving multi-currency storage problems

3
Quantitative hedging, risk-controlling
Signing contracts of hedging with Liquidity Provider. Cash Guarantee will 
contribute 10% of the insured funds in order to enter the financial 
operations. Once the operation take a loss of 10%, the accouwill 
automatically stop loss, so the Liquidity Provider will ensure the capital to 
be refunded to investor's account, safeguarding the capitals 

4
GUSDT

TM



Activation Wallet
Users can top-up their accounts with cryptocurrencies, and the amount will be deposited 
into the "activation wallet" to purchase investment packages.Users can choose to pay in full 
amount or pay partially with the Discount Wallet.

Current Deposit Wallet

Fixed Deposit Wallet

Discount Wallet

MT5 Wallet

G-Share Wallet

G-Mall Wallet

According to the passive income allocation plan, 70% of the user’s investment package ROI will 
be kept in the “Current Deposit Wallet”. Users can withdraw GUSDT™  through the "Current 
Deposit Wallet". The withdrawal exchange rate will be determined by the present rate displayed on 
the official website.

According to the passive income allocation plan, 10% of the user’s investment package ROI 
will be kept in the “Fixed Deposit Wallet”. 
Users can purchase a fixed deposit certificate through the "Fixed Deposit Wallet", the lock-up 
period is one year. Users are eligible to gain an 18% of FD bonus annually. 
.
The funds of the migrated user will be partially transferred to the “Discount Wallet”. When 
user’s upline registers his account, the upline can transfer GUSDTTM to user’s Discount 
Wallet. When purchasing an "investment package", user can pay up to 30% of the 
package price via the "Discount Wallet", and at the same time enjoy another 50% rebate 
from the Discount Wallet. 

According to the passive income allocation plan, 10% of the user’s investment package 
ROI will be kept in the “MT5 Wallet”, users can use the “MT5 Wallet” to trade on the 
MT5 platform.

According to the passive income allocation plan, 5% of the user’s investment package  ROI 
will be kept in the “G-Share Wallet”. 
The amount in the “G-Share Wallet” is equivalent to the company’s shares, and the share 
value can be obtained after the company is listed.

According to the passive income allocation plan, 5% of the user’s investment package ROI 
will be kept in the “G-mall Wallet”. 
The amount in the “G-Mall Wallet” can be used in the company’s upcoming Digital Mall. 

GIB Digital Banking Platform 
Various

Wallet



Admission on GIB Platform

A. Activation Wallet + Discount Wallet

Users can utilise 70% of Activation Wallet 
+ 30% of Discount Wallet amount for the 
payment. On top of that, the 30% of the 
amount in the Discount Wallet will be 
entitled to another 50% rebate.

+

B. Activation Wallet

Users can pay the full amount in 
100% with Activation Wallet.

*Users can only select major 
cryptocurrencies
(BTC, ETH, USDT and others)



GIB Digital Banking Platform
New User’s Registration Flow



The former users/leaders  will take GUSDT™ as their monthly 
ROI in the "Discount Wallet"

In the early stage of GIB platform 
development, GUSDT™ can only be 
acquired from P2P system or original 
release  amount in the “Discount Wallet”

If new registered users want to start 
managing their profitability by 
purchasing the invest package, they can 
only acquire it from from P2P system or 
original release  amount in the “Discount 
Wallet”

Purchase of Investment Packages 

Top-up 100% with the 
“Activation wallet”  

(Mainstream cryptocurrency) 
to start

+
Make use of 70% of 

the “Activation 
Wallet” (Mainstream 

Cryptocurrency)

Utilising 30% of the 
GUSDT™ from the 

“Discount Wallet” to 
Start

The User can exchange mainstream 
cryptocurrencies or purchase 
GUSDT™ from upline leaders through 
GIB Platform.

GUSDT™ can be transferred to 
30% of the “Discount Wallet”

If the user opts for the “Discount 
Wallet” to start their wealth 
management, another 50% worth 
of rebate will be offered to that 
30%. 

Admission

30%

TM 



GUSDT™ Notes

Income Wallet will automatically 
release GUSDT™

The User can directly:

Withdraw
Transfer it to the 

“Discount Wallet” to 
purchase investment 

package 

Assist other 
users to 
hedge

To Make Use of GUSDT™ 

The “Income 
Wallet” of 

former users

To trade on GIB platform or perform 
sell order on P2P system 
(Sell Order Processing Fee 10%）

GUSDT™ can be credited to the “Discount Wallet” 
for investment purchase or helping other users to 
hedge during registration 
(Save 10% processing fee with this mechanism )

The user can purchase investment package 
via the “Discount Wallet”, and enjoy another 
additional rebate up to 50%

1

2

3



+30%
of the purchased 

amount

+40%
of the purchased 

amount

+50%
of the purchased 

amount

Different ranking of the user will enjoy additional GUSDT™ 
amount allocation respectively when buying GUSDT™:

Unit 
Manager

Regional 
Manager

Global 
Manager

Example:
A Unit Manager purchases 1000 GUSDT™ through the “Top UP P2P Internal Exchange”, he will then 
receive the additional 30% of the purchased amount, receiving 1300 GUSDT™ in the end.



Buyer
GUSDT™ Reload Guide



To top-up GUSDT™, 
please go on to the GIB 
bank interface.

Click on the menu in the upper 
left corner and select "Internal 
Exchange", please select "Top 
Up P2P Internal Exchange 
Wallet".

2

1 Website：https://uat.gibank.io/login

https://uat.gibank.io/login


Please select the cryptocurrency 
payment method.3

4

Please copy-paste the address 
for USDT Top-Up4a

Please create crypto address below



After successfully topping-up, 
please go to the menu and select “ 
Internal Exchange” to check the 
“Available Balance”.

5

To purchase GUSDT™, please 
head to the bottom of the same 
page and enter the buying 
amount. The minimum amount 
is 10 USD. (100 GUSDT™)

6
Next, please enter 
Security Password7

Click on 
“Buy”



After the system confirmed 
your payment, it will deposit 
the  GUSDT™ to your 
“Discount Wallet”.8



You can click on “Cancel Order” 
if you have changed your mind, 
just enter the “Buy Order 
Cancelation Amount” and your 
“Security Password” to proceed. 

9



Successful bids will appear 
on the “Buy Order History” 
below. 10



Unit 
Manager

+30%of the purchased amount 

Buying USD1,000 worth of 
GUSDT™ 

The total of USD1,300 worth of 
GUSDT™ will be kept in the 

“Discount Wallet”

+30%of the purchased amount

“Discount Wallet”

+USD1,300

During the GUSDT™ buying, the different ranking of the user will receive different 
rebate respectively, that rebate will be kept in their “Discount Wallet.”

Unit 
Manager

Regional 
Manager

Global 
Manager

+30%

of the purchased amount 

+40%

of the purchased amount 

+50%

of the purchased amount 



The User can go to the “ Internal Exchange” in 
the Menu ——“ My Buy Order List” to check 
on the order status12



Investment Package
Investment Package Purchase Guide



Please click on “Investment 
Package” in the Menu on the 
top left corner, and select 
“Purchase Investment 
Package”.

1



Investment 
Package

USD  500-7,499

USD 7,500-14,999

USD 15,000–49,999

USD 50,000–99,999

USD 100,000 

Or above

7%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Amount Monthly ROI

Choose a 
package2



Please key in the  “Investment 
Package Amount” 3

 
Please choose your payment wallet

Please key in your “Security 
Password” and click on 
“Proceed” to complete the 
process. 

A. “Activation Wallet + Discount Wallet” 

Users can utilise 70% of Activation Wallet 
+ 30% of Discount Wallet amount for the 
payment. On top of that, the 30% of the 
amount in the Discount Wallet will be 
entitled to another 50% rebate.

5

B.  “Activation Wallet” 

Users can pay the full 
amount in 100% with 
Activation Wallet.

*Users can only select 
major cryptocurrencies
(BTC, ETH, USDT and 
others)

4



Make maximum use of the “Discount Wallet” to gain double rewards

Ben

Ben wants to purchase Investment Package worth of USD 1,000 and chooses to pay with

(A) 70% of Activation Wallet + 30% of Discount Wallet 

1. Top-up USD 700 (only with BTC, ETH or USDT) 
to his “Activation Wallet” +

2. Top-up USD 300 (only with 
GUSDT™) to his “Discount Wallet”

Then, Ben has to

The system will automatically 
deduct USD 700 from Ben’s 

“Activation Wallet”

-USD700
The system will automatically 
deduct USD300  
USD150  
(with an additional 50% rebate)

-USD150

Ben has successfully purchased a USD 1,000 worth of Investment Package with the payment method: 

The rebate amount of USD 150 will remain in the 
“Discount Wallet” for Ben’s next Investment Package 

purchase.

Activation 
Wallet

Activation 
Wallet

Discount 
Wallet

Discount 
Wallet

(A) 70% of Activation Wallet + 30% of Discount Wallet 



Please click on the “ Investment packages” on 
the top left corner in the Menu and select 
“Investment Package History” to enter the page. 

6



Early Termination Request 
Investment Package



Please select the Investment Package 
History to apply  “Early Termination 
Request” 

 

click on the red “X” mark on the left 
side of the list. 2

1



The“ Early Termination Request” processing fee and 
the “Grand Total” will be displayed on the page3

• Enter your “Security Password” and click on 
“Proceed”； 

• The system will release the capital of the 
investment package on the 5th day to the users. 

 

 



• Within the 5 days after 
submission, the user can cancel 
the “Early Termination Request” 

by heading to “Investment 
Package”——” Early 
Termination Request”. 

• the amount for the processing fee with be 
charged by GIB according to the user’s 
withdrawal period:

0 to 183 days 30%

15%
0%

184 to 365 days

366 days 
and above



Seller
 GUSDT™ Selling Guide



Please click on the menu 
from the upper left corner 
and select the “Internal 
Exchange” interface. 1

Please select “ Sell GUSDT™” 
option, enter the amount of 
GUSDT™ the user wants to sell. 2

According to the “Members Sell Order Limit per 
Transaction Chart” in the next page, the minimum 
amount allowed to be sold per order is USD 50, The 
member must successfully sell the order before start 
applying for the next Sell Order.



Members Sell Order Limit per Transaction Chart:

USD1,500 USD2,000 USD2,500 USD4,000 USD5,000

Investment 
Package   

Sell limit per 
Account  

*The minimum selling amount is USD50 per transaction,
User must successfully sell the order to proceed for the next sell order



The system will charge 10% for 
processing fees.3

Xiao Ming Discount Wallet

sells USD 50 worth of GUSDT™.  - USD55

The system automatically deducts USD 55 (50 + 
10% for processing fee) from the “Discount Wallet”, 

which is equivalent to 550 GUSDT™. 



Please enter your “Security Password” 
to confirm the order, and click on 
“Sell”.4



Buyer Seller

The Seller's GUSDT™ will be released to Buyer's wallet

After the system confirmed the 
buyer purchased the Sell Order5

The Seller will receive the 
corresponding USDT.

+USDT



Successful Sell Orders will be 
recorded in the “Sell Order History” 
column at the bottom. 

6



Users can go to “Internal Exchange” 
---- “ My Sell Order List” in the Menu 
to check on the status.
 

7



P2P
USDT Withdrawal Guide



Please click on  “InternalExchange” —— 
“P2P USDT withdrawal” in the Menu on the 
upper left corner1



Please select wallet type.

Enter the “Wallet Address”, “Withdrawal 
Amount”, “Security Password”, click on 
“Buy” to complete the withdrawal 
process.

2

3



Normal Investor 
Agent 
Agency Manager 

Are Eligible to Perform Sell Order on P2P ONCE
Every T+5 days 

Unit Manager 
Regional Manager 
Global Manager 

Are Eligible to Perform Sell Order on P2P ONCE
Every T+3 days 

After GUSDT™ is successfully sold, USDT will be transferred into GIB USDT Hot Wallet. The users 
have to enter their USDT wallet address from the exchange platform for withdrawal. Everytime each 
withdrawal amount max capped at USD5,000 and is on the basis of the exchange procedure 
between the exchange platforms. The withdrawal period to the user's USDT wallet is T+2 days.



Members Sell Order Limit per Transaction Chart:

USD1,500 USD2,000 USD2,500 USD4,000 USD5,000

Investment 
Package   

Sell limit per 
Account  

*The minimum selling amount is USD50 per transaction,
User must successfully sell the order to proceed for the next sell order



All newly registered user will be issued an exclusive 
“Crypto-Asset Bank Card”

GIB Digital Banking Platform Bank Card

The Card Holders can swipe cards globally spending in cryptocurrencies or 
withdraw fiat money from ATMs in any country! It will be a convenient way for 
users to manage their online crypto-asset bank accounts. 

GIB

BANK CARD

Fiat Money 
Withdrawal

Swipe and Withdraw 
at any ATM machine 

globally

Mastercard, 
UnionPay, and 
Prepaid card 

payment method



Crypto-Asset Bank Card

GIB incorporates Visa, Master and Union Pay to 
distribute a overseas version of “Crypto-Asset 
Bank Card” which enables clients a secure cash 
flow and conveniences to withdraw cash as well 
as purchasing goods with cryptocurrency.

GIB strives to offer the global users a 
premium, effective and secure cross-
border payment service.

Offering a premium, effective and secure cross-border 
payment service

Support of Major Cryptocurrencies (BTC, ETH,USDT and GUSDT™)



With the rich technology development and 
operations experiences in the field of traditional 
finance and blockchain technology  

We are determined to be the leading digital 
currency credit card service providers

 GIB Global Investment Bank and Capital Trust



GIBank Official Website
https://www.global-investmentbank.com

GIB Prime Brokerage Official Website 
https://www.gib.group (Online on 17th July)

GIB Log-in Platform 
https://www.gibank.io  (Online on 21st July)

GUSDT ™ Official Website
https://www.gusdt.io

AFF Holding Group  Official Website
https://www.aff.finance 

https://www.global-investmentbank.com
https://www.gib.group
https://www.gibank.io
https://www.gusdt.io
https://www.aff.finance


Thank you


